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Darwin’s Citation Impact
Abstract
This presentation covered basic definitions of impact factors, citation impact and h index. Then, looked at
Charles Darwin’s publication record, the process involved in determining his citation impact, and compared
Darwin’s citation impact to that of modern day researchers in ecology and evolutionary biology. Science is
continually focusing on current research, new techniques, latest discoveries. Once in a while it’s good to reflect
back and re-examine the past.
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“If you wou’d not be forgotten, 
As soon as you are dead and rotten, 
Either write things worth reading, 
Or do things worth the writing.”
---Benjamin Franklin a.k.a. Richard Saunders 
in Poor Richard’s Almanack – May 1738.
• Darwin was born about the same time Thomas 
Jefferson was ending his term as U.S. President
• Toward the end of his life, Darwin published a 













Title Editions Languages Libraries 
On The Origin of Species 615 26 5639
The Voyage of the Beagle 435 16 4438
The Descent of Man 278 15 2314








































































On the Origin of Species… 7,892 25,165 33,057


































Darwin as cited author 23,069 cites 41,187 cites 64,256 cites
Average cite rate per 
publication 110 196 306
Average cite rate per 
journal article 3 4 7
h index 23 50 28
Number of pubs NOT 
cited 114 128 95
How does Darwin’s citation rate 































































































Please visit Special Collections to see 
Darwin display
Panel: Darwin and Me:
12 Feb at 7:00 pm Cardinal Room, MU
Lecture: Secular vs. religious ethics
13 Feb at 7:00 pm Campanile Room, MU
Lecture: Darwin's Gift to Science and 
Religion
18 Feb at 8:00 pm Sun Room/South Ballroom, MU
